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JAN 6 l!h5 
PREFACE 
It is the author's wish that this thesis will bring 
to light some of the problems in tainter gate and trunnion 
anchorage design. This is the first time most of the en-
closed material has been assembled and should be of value 
to future designers of such projects. 
The author wishes to acknowledge and express his 
indebtedness and gratitude to the following individuals: 
To Wilton O. Di;x:on'i Chief 9 Structural Section 11 R 11 , 
Tulsa District Office~ U.S. Corps of Engineers, and 
Larry R. Brown, Assistant, Chief of the section for their 
suggestions, encouragement, and guidance during the devel-
opment of the 1'1illwood project. 
To Homer G. Russell and Frank E. Webster, structural 
engineers who also worked on the Millwood Dam design. 
To the Tulsa District Office, U. s. Corps of Engineers, 
who have given permission to use the material developed 
while in their employ. 
To Professor Roger L. Flanders for being my major 
advisor on this Thesis. 
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Abng:::: Bearing area in square inches between the thrust 
girder and the downstream face of the pier, 
At = Cross sectional area of the thr1.1st girder. 
e = Eccentricity of the transverse prestress force. 
e' = Eccentricity of the horizontal trunnion reactions~ 
F = Final prestress force per prestress bar. 
FL = Final total longitudinal prestress force. 
Ft = Final total transverse prestress force. 
fbng = Average bearing stress. 
ft = Average transverse prestress. 
M = Maximum moment in thrust girder. 
Nt :::' 'Number of required transverse p:i;:"estress bars. 
RH = Horizontal trunnion reaction. 
Sn = Principal tensile stress. 
S = Section modulus of the pier bearing area. pier 
STG = Section modulus of thrust girder. 




1-1 Tainter Gates 
~he general purpose of a flood control dam is to 
., 
store the excess water of a given period and release it at 
a more favorable time. These dam$ can take many forms, 
but one of the more common types is the con~rolled spill-
way. This is a dam where the water flow over the spillway 
is controllable. One means of controlling the flow was 
invented by Captain Jeremiah B. Tainter of Menominee, 
Wisconsin. This widely used device bearing the inventor's 
name was patented in 1886 (l). 
The following is a definition of a tainter gate: 
A crest gate whose face is a section o! a 
cylinder, which rotates .about a horizontal a.xis 
downstream from the gate, the water pressure 
against the gate being concentrated in the axis, 
reducing friction in raising and lowering the 
gate; a seal is placed along the sides and bottom 
of the gate face for water tightness. The gate 
is raised and lowered by winches or hoists attached 
to cables or chains fastened to the bottom edge of 
the gate and lying against its water face, which 
allows a vertical lifting force to be applied. It 
can be closed under its own weight (2). 
1-2 Utilization of Tainter Gates 
Since the invention of ta.inter gates, they have been 
l 
2 
used in a variety of applications and on numerous struc-
tu,res. The only designs discussed in this paper will be 
crest gates on overflow weirs. The Tulsa District Office, 
Corps of Engineers, has designed and/or constructed eleven 
dams utilizing one hundred forty-six ~ates. Two other 
dams with fifty-nine gates have been built by the Grand 
River Dam Authority in the same area. Now being de$igned 
for construction in the immediate future are five dams 
with fifty gates. A list of these projects and gate sizes 
is given in Table I. 
Some other major installations of tainter gates are 
in the Columbia River Basin. A partial list of these dams 
and gates is given in Table II (3). 
The number and size of these gates proves their 
popuJ.arity. 
Some of the reasons tainter gates are largely used 
are: 
l. Relative ease of steel design 
2. Ease of fabrication 
3. All welded construction 
4. Sealing not difficult 
5. Low hoist loads 
6. Ease of installation 
7. Economy. 
1-3 Nomenclature of a Tainter Gate 
A tainter gate is generally composed of the following 
-' 
TABLE I 
TAINTER GATES ON DAMS IN THE TUI.SA DISTRICT 
No. of Pier 
Name of Dam Gates Width Height Radius Width 
Hulah 10 40' -0" 26~10' 26 I -0 II 8 I -0 II 
Canton 16 40 -0 25.24 26 -0 8 -0 
Fall River 8 50 -0 26.55 25 -6 10 .... o 
Pensacola (Main) 21 36 -0 25. 24 -0 5 .. o 
Pensacola (East) 21 37 -0 15. 15 -0 4 -0 
Ft. Gibson 30 40 -0 35.46 35 ... o 10 -0 
Markb.am. Ferry 17 40 -0 37. 36 -0 7 -9 
Tenkiller 10 50 -0 25.89 25 .... 6 10 ... o 
Toronto 8 40 ... Q 25.52 30 ... o 8 -0 
Keystone* 18 40 -0 36.19 36 -6 8 -0 
Eufaula* 11 40 ... o 32.73 33 ,..o 8 -0 
John R.edmond* 14 40 ... o 36.19 36 -0 8 -0 
Millwood** 13 40 -0 32.39 33 -0 8 -0 
Broken Bow** 8 40 -0 40.12 40 -0 8 -0 
Being Designed 
Pine Greek** 7 50 -0 45.5 45 -6 10 -0 
Gillham** 10 40 -0 40 40 ... o 8 -0 
Marion** 3 40 -0 40 40 -0 8 -0 
Robert S. Kerr** 18 50 -0 44 44 ... o 10 -0 
Webers Falls** 12 50 -0 41 41 -0 10 ... o 
*Dams utilizing prestressed trunnion anchorages. 




SPILLWAY TAINTER GATES OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN 
No. of 
Name of Dam Gates Width Height 
Big Cliff 3 46 46 
Brownlee* 4 32 50 
Chief Joseph 19 40 46 
Cougar 2 40 4-3 
Detroit 6 42 35 
Dexter 7 42 38 
Eagle Gorge 2 45 30 
Hills Creek 3 42 48 
Ice Harbor 10 50 53 
John Day* 20 50 59.95 
Lookout Point 5 42.5 41.5 
Lower Mon~ental** 8 50 60-56 
Oxbow* 6 32 50 
Priest Rapids 22 40 . 50 
Rocky Rea.ch 12 50 58 
Swift 2 39 30 
The Dalles 23 50 42.5 
Wanapum** 12 50 65 
Yale 5 39 30 
*Dams utilizing prestressed trunnion anchorages~ 




parts. Variations in designs may change some components. 
Skinplate. The skinplate generally varie~ from 
three-eighth inch thick at the top of the gate to possibly 
five-eighth inch thick plate at the bottom of the gate. 
Ve~tical Ribs. The vertical ribs are usually a 
structural tee section rolled to the radius of the gat~. 
The leg of the tee is welded to the downstream side of the 
skinplate. A variation of design may have horizontal ribs 
with two vertical girders. 
Horizontal Girders. There are generally two to four 
horizontal girders of either built up or rolled sections. 
The upstream flanges are welded to the flanges of the 
ribs. Since these girders have their webs nearly hori-
zontal, the downstream flanges need a system of supports. 
End Frames. The end frames may be either parallel or 
inclined to the pier face. The end fra,mes consist of the 
legs or struts from each girder and some connecting 
bracing. The inclined end frames result in a more eco~ 
nomical design. 
Trunnion Assembly. This heavy assembly is at the 
concurrence of the struts. The struts are welded to a 
cylindrical steel forging called the trunnion barrel. 
Trunnion fin and Yoke. The trunnion pin fits inside 
the trunnion barrel and along with the yoke forms the 
00 hinge 11 for the gate. The yoke is attached to the 
anchorage and must be accurately located and firmly held 
in place to permit smooth operation of the gate. 
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Figure 1-la. Fort Gibson Dam Tainter Gates 
Figure 1-lb. Tenkiller Dam Tainter Gates 
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Anchorages. The anchorage must take the concentrated 
loads from the trunnion yoke and transfer them to the rest 
of the dam. The design of these anchorages has changed in 
the last few years with the availability of high strength 
prestressing bars. 
1-4 Statement of Problem 
Although many dams and gates have been built very 
little has been written about their design. Most of the 
designers have relied on either the Corps of Engineer 
Manual on Tainter Gates, a manual by the Bureau of Recla-
mation, or their own experience (4) •. In this thesis, the 
author assembled information that has not been available 
to designers. The development of the prestressed concrete 
trunnion anchorage and the accompanying data will be of 
great value to future designers. 
This thesis gives a brief summary of some of the 
problems in the anchorage design. The recent use of pre-
stressing bars in several installations is illustrated~ 
An anchorage design similar to the author's development of 
the Millwood Dam prestressed concrete trunnion anchorage 
is given as sample calculations. These calculations are 
applicable to t4e design of any anchorage of this type. 
This anchorage is presently the standard of the Corps of 
Engineers. From the summary of actual bids on the differ-
ent types of anchorages~ it is shown that the prestressed 
concrete trunnion anchorage of the Millwood type is the 
9 




2-1 Loads on Tainter Gate Anchorages 
The anchorage system of a tainter gate must be 
capable of accepting a variety of loads. These loads 
come directly through the trunnion yoke. The magnitude 
and direction of these loads varies greatly. Principally 
there is a large horizontal load component. Depending on 
the position of the trunnion pin in relation to the rest 
of the gate and the height of water on the gate, there will 
be a vertical load component. This vertical component can 
be either up or down. It is generally of a small magni-
tudeo The vertical load can become appreciable if the 
trunnion ~in cannot be located near its ideal position or 
if the gate is operated in the surcharged condition. A 
surcharged gate is a gate partially open with the water 
level remaining at the top of the gateo 
If the end frames of the gate are sloping~ then a 
large thrust is induced normal to the face of the pier. 
This thrust can have the magnitude of one-fourth the value 
of the loads parallel to the pier face. If the end frames 
are parallel to the pier facej the thrust into the pier is 
10 
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considerably reduced but a binding moment is introduced in 
the trunnion pino At the intermediate piers, all of these 
loads are usually balanced by the simultaneous application 
of adjacent gateso However~ the possibility remains as a 
design condition, of having one gate inoperable and there-
fore closed and fully loaded while the adjacent gate is 
entirely open and has a very small horizontal trunnion 
reaction. This condition is similar to that of each end 
pier of the damo 
Before the anchorage can be designed~ the trunnion 
loads have to be calculatedo For any gate, the horizontal 
and vertical reactions at the trunnion can be calculated 
from staticso A hydrostatic force polygon can be drawn 
for any gate openi.ng and any water level o The amount of 
thrust into the pier can only be approximated from the 
properties of the gate. 
In the case of a three horizontal girder gate 1 the 
design proceeds like thiso The ski.nplate is designed as a 
continuous member over each rib. The ribs are assumed to 
be straight members continuous o·v-er three unyielding sup-
ports and loaded with the developed bydrostatic load. This 
load may be approximated by a triangular loading. Another 
method is to find the actual water pressure at each girder 
or supporto This forms a series of trapizoidal loading 
diagrams that more closely approach the true loading 
diagram .. 
The reaction at each support is ·taken as the load on 
12 
the corresponding girder. This load is slightly greater 
than the actual load on the girde~ due to the curvature of 
the ribs. Each girder and corresponding struts or legs 
can now be ~esigned as a rigid froone. When all three 
frames have been $Olved, the thr~sts into the pier can be 
summed, The horizontal and vertical trunnion reactions 
can a) .. ao be vieoto:rj,ally summ~d .from the three frames. 
These total vertical and horizontal reactions will be 
slightly l::l.i.gher than those obtained from the statical 
solution of the gate loads. 
Other loa~s that can be imposed on the gate are the 
sill reaction and a wave action, ~he sill reaction is a 
force exerted on the bQttom edge of the gate when the gate 
is resting on the weir of the dam. I! the spillway is so 
located that there wiJ.J be a wave action against the gates, 
this load must be added to the normal hyd~ostatic load. 
For this condition, a stress of one~third greater than the 
nqrmal worltin6 stress is allowed, In t:P.e most eoonomical 
r:ib desi~n,the horizontal girders are spaced so t;b.at the 
design negative moments at each girder are equal. For a 
~ate with a large wave loadiµg, the girders oan be so 
s:pa,ced tl::lat the top cantilever m9m~nt will be less than 
one and o~e~third times the negative moment at any g~rder 
under normal loading conditions. However, if an effective 
length of tAe cantii~vered rib is assumed to be longer than 
the actual length., this moment may control due to the 
buckling of the compres~ion flange. ~here ar.e tb.ree 
l3 
reason~ wl:zy an effective length of one can be safely 
assume~, Firijt, the s~inplate assembly so restrains the 
ribs that ~he usual case of cantilever buckling cannot 
take plape, $econdly, the loading in this case produces a 
moment area much smalle~ than is associated with the nor-
mal cat1.tilev~r problem. Thl,rdly, the 1963 Amer~can 
Institute of Steel Consttuct1on building code does not 
require an e!fective length of two for a cantilever beam 
in buckling. 
The author has developed a computer program that 
solves the complete load, shear and moment diagrams of a 
rib. Jour different loading conditions are usually inves-
tigated. T~is ~rpgra.m is written in General Electric WIZ 
language !or use on the G.E. 225 digital computer. This 
progre.m takee less th.an two minutes of machine time to 
run. Since the best solution can only be obtained from a 
trial a~proaa~, tll.is program has been a great aid in the 
desi$n ot bot~ Broken ~ow and Marion spillway iates, 
The. general approach to the problem of anchorages has 
been to attach the trunnion yokes to a large horizpntal 
st~el thru~t girder. ~his girder was in turn attached to 
ten$ion ties w~ich ran through the pier to an anchorage. 
These ties were made of both rolled structural shapes and 
bars. ~hey were ins~iate~ from the piers by a iayer of 
so.ft comp:pessibl,e :rp,ater:iaJ., In some d~signs, steel columns 
14 
inside the piers were µsed to take the vertical loads 
through the piers and into the dam. These anchorages had 
associated with them many problems. First, the uncer-
tainty 9f design in that the unbalap.ced loading condition 
caused bending i~ the ties. The long ties could have con-
siderable elongation 4uring the loading cycle. This 
ca.used problel'Ij.s of gate operation and leakage. Maintenance 
of the ties was not ~ossible. Corrosion and rusting of 
the embedded ties we~e possible. Freezing of water around 
the anchorages was also possible. Since the anchorage 
ties were encased in a compressible material, the anchor-
age could have an undesirable lateral movement under un-
balanced loads, Tension ties between the trunnion 
a.ssemolies were ::pro:po~ed to alleviate this condition,. 
2-~~stone and Eytaula Anchorages 
-....,.. , ' I , , ' ...-i--'I"' 
When the ~ulsa District Corps of Engineers designed 
Keystone and ~u..t'e.ula Dani.s, they had availaqle the plan$ of 
two pre$tre~s~~ ~nc~orages, Eagle Gorge and Greenup (see 
Figure 2-1) (5). The ~eystone and Eufaula designs were 
acoomplished simultaneously and are practically identical 
except for some minor differences due to gate size and 
tr~nnion location. T~e arrang~ment was devised to accom-
plish ~s much of the following as possible: 
(~) Transmit the maximum a:rnount possible of the 
horizontal, vertical, and lateral gate 
r~actions directly to the qoncrete, 
(b) Minimize the variation of the concrete 
___ .......,.._ Pru tress Rods 
Steel Thrust 
Girder 
Figur~ 2-l~ Greenup Anch9rage 
f'restress Rods 
Figure 2-2. Keystone Anchorage 
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stress resulting from unequal loading of 
adjacent gates. 
The selection of individual thrust girders sloped at 
30° !rom the vertical accomplished these objectives. It 
had the further advanta$e that the anchor ends of the rods 
were below the weir line and could be grouted individually 
through an a,ccess from the ceiling of the sluice operating 
gallery (Figure 2-2). 
Disadvantages of this design were as follows: The 
inclined prestressing bars went through several pours of 
co~cret~. This caused the pier concrete to have a stepped 
pouring E?equence. The thrust girders had to be supported 
on a frame until the ~ier concrete was placed against them. 
,2.,..4 John Day Anchorae;e 
John Day lock and dam was designed by the W~lla WallSi. 
District, Corps of Enginee~s. It has the same configura-
tion as t4e Keystone and Eufaula designs with the exception 
of a ~ick plate at the bottom of t~e thrust girder. This 
kick plate gives the thrust girder more leverage against 
the yoke and reduces the number of prestressing bars. The 
thrust sirder has more moment induced in it and, therefore, 
has to be b~ilt heavier. The concrete bearing stress under 
the kick plate is hig~er and more localized than the con-
crete stress un~er the Keystone thrust girder. 
17 
2~2 John Redmond Anchorage 
, , ,,; I , , 
The John RedJno:p.d da,.m. was designed for the T'l,llsa. 
District by the Savap.nah District, Corps of Engineers~ 
In tl:l.is any;t:i,qra.~e design a horizontal steel thrust girder 
and horizontal prestress bars were used. This design is 
similar to the Greenup design (Figure 2-3), 
2-6 Wanapum Anchora5e 
In this design by ~arza Engineering Comp~ny, Chicago, 
Illinois, tb.e tr'4,nnion beam has been eliminated. 'l'he con-
crete ta~~ng the thrust behind the truzi,nion has been 



















Figure 2-6. Lower Monumental Anchorage 
CHAPTER III 
MILLWOOD ANCHORAGE 
In December, 1960, Structural Section "B'' was start-, 
ing the preparation of the design for Millwood Dam. 
Several unusual !actors were present in this spillway 
design, 'l'he la:k;e formed by the dam will cover a flooded 
a;rea of 95,200 acres. A large part of tll.is area is 
heavily forested !~at land. T~e salable timber is being 
hal;'vesteo. in the :Peservoi;r area~ There :i.s anticipated to 
be a l1;1rge amount of logs and debris passing the dam. 
During~ flood, the tailwater against the dam will pe 
unusuaily high~ At this time, the ideal trunnion location 
will be submerged by approximately seventeen feet. These 
considerations dictated the following design criteria: 
(1) The tainter gates would have side frames 
para1ie1 to the piers and woul~ be armored 
~ga:j.r,i.et floating debris,. 
(2) ~he trunnion anchorage would be some form of 
a prestressed anchorage with the minimum 
~ount of exposed steel surfaces and as stream~ 




This assig.r:unent for a design w~s given to the author 
by L. E. B~own with the suggestion qf using prestressed 
concrete as t~e tb.rust girder, ~he possibility of using 
curved or diagonal tendon9 to take the loads was to be 
investigated~ 
,-2 Design Cri!er;a 
After a st~dy of several possibilities, the following 
conclusions were made. 
To compensate for the heavier gate design of parallel 
side f:r~mes, ,ASTM A-36 steel with a basic working stress 
of 20,000·psi was to be uE;led ip. tlle gates. Tllese gates 
were the first to be designed by Tulsa District using this 
criteria. 
Since t:t+e end !rc;UD.es were to be parallel to the pier, 
any th:i;-uet girder wo~ld be a short cantilever. Tlle main 
consideration 9f this cantilever would be the shear 
strength as measured by the diagonal 4ension. The state 
of stress in a homogeneous material formula would be used 
to compute the diagonal tension, The allowable value of 
the dia~onal tension would be limited to 0.03 of the 28 
day co~p:ressive strength of the concrete. Any prestressing 
force woµld be so designed to limit the diagonal tension 
to this value. 
The tendons wnich would run into the pier (parallel 
to flow) sho~ld be horizontal and contained in one pour of 
the pier. Further study showed that a concrete truru:i,ion 
yoke seat, conventionally reinforced, was desirable for 
both ease of gate erection and to remove any torsional 
loads from the thrust girder. 
22 
The above criteria were developed into the following 
propoE?al submitted ;i.n the Millwood Dam, Desi~p, Memor1;3.ndum 
No. 10, 27 September 1961, 
The tru;m;iion yoke was to be set in the corner, the 
floor to be the concrete seat, the side wall to be the 
face of the pier and the back wall to be the face of a 
horizontal prestressed concrete thrust girder. The 36 
one and one~eighth inch diameter prestressing bars in this 
girder w~re selecte~ and located by the amount of force 
required to keep the diagonal tension below 150 psi at any 
t:;1ection. The tb.r1.tst girder was to be prestressed to the 
~ier by 50 ~ne and one-eighth inch diameter bars concen-
trated near each face of the pierq These bars were 
selected and arranged for the condition of positive 
"bearing" betwee;p. the thrust girder ano. the pier with one 
gate loaded and-the adjacent gate unloaded. The entire 
assembly ot pier, yoke seat, and thrust girder was to be 
poured monolithically o! 5,000 psi concrete. 
Since no information was available on a prestressed 
concrete use of this type and magnitude, it was felt that 
a very qonservative design should be prepared, In the 
first qaleulatiopp for both shear of the be1;ml and bear!ng 
against the pi~r, a $maller beam than actuaiiy used was 
investigated. And since the structure was to be monolithic 
. with the uncertainties of the stress distributions, an 
extra row of ba~$ in eaeh direction was added to the rod 
patterns pr~viou~ly investigated, This gave the resulting 
rod patterns~ ~light eccentrieity with the trunnion yoke 




4-1 Development of Lower Monumental Anchorage 
I I , , YI 
At the same time t~at Tulsa was developing the Mill-
wood anchorage, Seattle District Office, Corps of Engineers, 
was also trying to develop a prestressed anchorage for use 
on Lower Monumental Pam. The first design was disapproved 
b1 the Office, Ch~ef of Engineers, with a suggestion to 
try a design that was very similar to the Millwood design. 
This design pro9osed ~y Keit~ O'Donnell, Structural Branch, 
Office, Chief of Eng~neers, was worked out completely in-
dependent of the Tulsa design. 
The Lower Monumental thrust gir4er design differed 
from the o~iginal Millwood design in only three features 
(see Figures 2~5 and 2-6, page 19). 
(1) The concrete seat was not used under the 
trunn~on yoke. Instead, the yoke was 
designed to take the vertical component 
of the load in shear to the thrust girder. 
This also induced a torsional load on the 
thrust girder. 
( 2) The thrust girder was no t cast monolithic 
with the pier. This made possible a more 
positive design analysis. 
( 3) A eo"m,pressible material was used between a 
center portion of the pier and the thrust 
girder, Th.is portion of the pier is inef~ 
fective in resisting the moment produced by 
the ~nbalanced loads. Inclus~on of a com-
pressible material raises the remaining 
bearing stress faster than the moment capac-
ity is reduced, giving a net gain. The use 
of this compressible material is further 
explained in the following chapter. 
4-2 Lower Monumental Model Tests 
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Since the gates on Lower Monumental were as large as 
any the Corps of Engineers had ever constructed and the 
maximum horizontal trunnion reaction was 2945 kips, a pro-
gram of model testing was to be carried out. Dr. Arthur 
Anderson,of Tacq~a, Washington, was retained to build and 
te~t models of the design. Dr. Anderson, besides being a 
consulting engineer, owns and manages a prestressed con-
crete plant in Tacoma. 
The interim report of Dr. A~derson stated the follow-
ing results: 
(1) The Lower Monumental design was adequate for 
the proposed loads. 
(2) The use of a thrust girder n9t bonded to the 
pier is not as capable of carrying loads as 
one that is bonded to the pier. The shear 
at the interface between the pier and the 
bqttom of the thrust girder add$ significant 
strength to the structµre. 
(3) The use of the compressible material in the 
vertical interface was a desirable feature 
of the design. 
4-3 Changes in Millwood Design 
Following conferences with R. P. Hobson, Chief, 
Structural Branch, Office, Chief of Engineers, on 14 
November and 28, 29 November 1962, the following changes 
were made ~n the original Millwood design, 
(1) The rod patterns would be centered on the 
ce~terl~ne ot the trunnion. 
(~) The twust gi:r'der wou.ld be 6' O" deep 
(vert~cally) and centered on t~e truruiion, 
The bottom of the girder would not be 
bonded to the pier. 
(3) Ten prestressing bars were eliminated 
from the thrust gi~der. 
With the exception of the use of the compressible 
material and the trunnion yoke seat, the Millwood and 
Lower Monumental ~esigns were alike. 
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A conference was held in Seattle on 22 , 23 January 
1963 ,it6· present the ;interim report of Dr. Anderson on the 
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first model tests. From this report, it was determined 
that the anchorage designed for Millwood was more than ad-
equate to carry the anticipa~ed loads. 
In February, 1963, the Millwood design was again 
changed to include the compressible material. With this 
change, ten prestress bars 46' 9" long were eliminated per 
pier. Tl:ri,s resul~ed in an eqtimated saving of about 
$10,000 on the project. 
4-4 Other Desi5ns 
• j Ii 
Using t~e experience gained from the design of the 
Mill~ood anchorage and following the directives of the 
Of~ice, Chief of Engi,nee~s, the lulsa office has completed 
two additional prestressed concrete anchorage designs. 
Each of the designs is similar to the final Millwood design 
with the exce:vti.on of the use of a one apd one-fourth inch 
diameter pr~stressing bars instead of one and one~eighth 
diameter ba:;rs used in Millwood. T,hese anchorages are for 
Broken Bow a~4 Pine Creek Dams. The author assisted in 
both of these designs. 
The Nashville District Office has also designed a 
prestressed concrete anchorage. This anchorage to be used 
on J. Percy Priest Dam is of the Lower Monumental type. 
The maximum vertical component of the loads is 332 kips. 
This load causes a large amount of torsional shear on the 
thrust girder which woµld have been eliminated had the 
concrete yoke seat been used. 
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4-5 Summary of frestressed Concrete Anchorages 
Table III is a summary of all the prestressed con-
crete anchorages d~signed to this date. The dimensions 
have been taken from either the contract plans or the 
design computations. Following is an explanation of items 
in tne table. The symbols are the same as used in the 
sample calculations in Cha~ter V. 
Final pres.tress force in kips. This value does not 
exceed 60% of the minimum guaranteed strength of 
the bars. The ~inimum strength is 145,000 psi. 
Eccentricity from center line. This dimension is 
to the center of gravity of all transverse pre~ 
str~ss bars and is measured upstream. 
Average transvers~ prestress. The final prestress 
fo~ce divid~d by the cross sectional area of the 
thr~st gtrder. 
Bearing area in square inches. The area of bearing 
between the thrust girder and the downstream face 
of the pier. 
Average bearing stress. The final longi tudinal 
prestress force divided by the bearing area. 
Gate load per side . The maximum horizontal load 
component acting at one trunnion. 
TABLE III 
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE ANCHORAGES FOR 
INTERMEDIATE PIERS 
:.: ~ r-1 
0 Q) m 
"O p::i Q) +> 
0 f..4 ~ 
~ ~ 0 
Q) 
Q) ~ ~ r-1 ~ Q) 
r-1 0 ~ :.: ~ 
•rt Ji •rt .s ~ X P1 
Thl;'ust Girder 
Width (horizontal) 6' ... o" 7 '-9" 9' -0" 81-0" 
Depth (vertical) 6' -0" 6' -0" 9' -0" 8 I -0 11 
Length 13 1 -6 11 13'-6" 17' -6" 23'-2" 
Transverse Prestress'Foroe 
Number of bars 26 26 46 48 
Diameter of bars 1:1/8 11 1:Yl+•,• i'.l/l+'.' . ], 1/4•.• 
Final force (kips) 2249 2774 4908 5000 
F.ccentriqity from ( 9.40 11 9.8111 13.59" 11~33" 
Average prestress (psi 434 414 421. 543 
Longitudinal. Prestress 
Force 
Number of bars 40 40 Bo 84 
Diameter of bars ))/8•• ll/4" ll/4" ll/4 11 
Final force (kips) 3460 4268 8536 9000 
Width of pier 81 -0'' 8 1 .,..0 11 101 -0 1' 14 I -0 11 
Width of compressive 
IJ1aterial 2' -0" 2' -0" 3'-0" 6 1 -0" 
Bearing area ( sq. in. ) 4752 5184 8424 9216 
Average bearing 
stl;'ess \psi) · 728 823 1013 977 
Gate Load Per Side (kips) 863 1092 2021 :?945 
Average shear stress 166 163 173 320 
Prinqipal tensile 
stress 114 101 124 279 
Bearing stress both 
gates 365 402 533 337 
Bearing stresses one 
gate 1125 1287 1495 1400 































Average shear stress. The gate load per side 
divided by the cross sectional area of the 
thrust girder. There is actually a section 
of maximum shear slightly higher than the 
gate load. This shear stress does not include 
any consideration of torsion in the thrust 
girder due to the vertical load component. 
Principal tenqile stress. This stress is for 
a point on the vertical center line of the 
t~ust girder and in the plane of the pier face. 
It was calculated from the shear stress of 1.5 
times the average Shear stress and the average 
transverse prestress. 
Bearing $tress both gates. The bearing stress 
remaining between the thrust girder and the 
pier with the application of both gates loaded. 
Bearing ~tresses one gate, The bearing stresses 
at eac4 side of the pier, between the thrust 
giraer ~nd the pier, due to the application of 
one gate load only. 
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Table III shows that all the designs have similar 
values. The significant fact shown by the table is the 
principal tensile stresses. The maximum principal tensile 
stresses within the thrust girder are slightly higher than 
these values. ~he J. Percy Priest design has a principal 
tensile stress of 202 psi. To have reduced this value to 
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150 psi, a thrust girder 6' 0" deep by 6' 6" wide with the 
same number of transverse bars should have been used. This 
would have e.liminated the conventional shear reinforcing 
used and would also have reduced the bearing stress. This 
design would have increased the cost by only $200 per 
intermediate pier. 
Lower Monumental thrust girders were designeq for 
6,000 psi concrete. To have reduced the principal tensile 
stress from 279 to 180 psi, a thrust girder with a cross 
sectional area o! 100 square feet and the same number of 
transverse prestress bars would have been required. This 
would ~ave increased t~e cost by $1,200 per intermediate 
pier. The same results could have been obtained with a 
thrust girder of 90 square feet cross sectional area and 
· 60 one an~ one~tourth inch transverse prestress bars. The 
cost increase for thi s design would have been $1,500 per 
interm~diate pier. 
An,ot~er reason for using larger thrust girders ;is to 
increase the vertical dist~ce between prestressing pipes. 
On Lower Monumental, a vertical spacing of !ive and one~ 
half inches was use~ and J. Percy Priest had 6 inch 
spacing. The desi~ns by the Tulsa office used nine inch 
vertical spacing. T~is larger spacing has the following 
advantages: 
(1) More clearance between longitudinal and 
transverse prestressing pipes. 
(2) Use o! easier tc;, install individual rod 
ancb.o;t;' plates. 
C,) Room to i:n$tall reinforcing ancho:x:is to attach 





When a tai~4er gate is fully raised it will have a 
very small horizontal trunnion reactionq Depending on the 
location of the 4oist machinery, this reaction could even 
be negati v~ (tension), In studying the case Qf on.e taint1;:1r 
gate £~111 +oa~ed (clo$ed) and the adjacent ~ate raised, 
it ~s seen t~at a large mQment is induced aoross the down-
stre~ !aoe of the pier. The load also causes tension in 
tl+e pt~r. Wh~n "t;he tll,:ru.st ·gi;r:-de:ti is prestressed to the 
pier it muet be desig.ne4 to resist this loading condition, 
F~om a 9~am ~aly$is, Qne wouid expect ~he moment to 
prod;u,oe a a-q:t'a:l.gb.t line stress variation acro1;1s tihe face 
ot the p:t,~p. I! the pl;'e~tressi~g fo;i:;,ce were sµ..t'!iqiently 
la~ge and the pier width had been carefully selected, the 
pie;r.> concr~te wou:;Ld fulfill the usu~l prestressed concrete 
requ~rement$ ot no tenston 9r excessive compression in the 
e:x:tx-eme ,ti'l;>er~. ':Phis o..esi:oed condi tio:q. !o:r tl).e edges ot 
th~ pier is no teneion between the pie~ and the th;rust 
girder on one si~e and a comp~essive stfess not to excee~ 
0,3? !'c Qn the otb.er ~ide o! the pier. 
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Jrom ~trength of materials, it is known that the 
center o! any bea~ does very l;i.ttle to ref;list the appl:i.ed 
Jil.01Ue+1,ts, · Tl:+iEI al~o holds true in this caee of the down-
etl;.'eam !ac;e at t)lt'll pie::t:'~ It a C}enter portion ot tne pier 
fao~ were ~emov$d from bearing with the thrust girder, the 
stress due to the moment woµld increase only slightly. 
Since the pre1:rt";ress;l.~g force causes a direct compressive 
stress acros~ this face, this stress would be considerably 
higher, When the two stresses are added together, it will 
be aee;n. that l:ligher compress.i ve stresses result over the 
entire face, 'l'here!o;r;.'e, for the same gate loads, a smaller 
pre~tressing fprce cap. be uaed and still not have tension 
~etwe~n the pier and thrust girder. This resuit$ in a 
$ubstant~al economy in the anchorage design. 
Sevar~l .m,.eth<;>df:3 o! re:rq.oving the pier· from bearing on 
the thrust gi:t'~e:J? weJ:>e considered, One Wf!.Y is to forpi a 
void betwe~n the !~ces. The method chosijn for Millwood 
was to ~se ~ one incn tAick soft fiber board. T~i~ per-
forms the taak; of removing the cent,r area !rom bearing 
and p~ovide$ no concrete forming problems, A soft mastic 
material ~ay be poured o~ the to~ o! this ooard and seal 
the area from water intpusion, 
This s~otton will give the detailed ~esign procedure 
ot ~ prest~es$ed concrete truntJ,.ion anchor~ge. 
After a gateh~s oee:n designed and the complete 
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trunnion reaction~ are known, the anchorage can be de-
signed. Bas!eaii1, this is~ trial procedure. Uowever, 
e:x;amining Table ;III (page 29) gives some good guide 
lines~ lf the gate size and horizontal trunnion reaction 
would be similar to one of the five anchorages already de-
sig~ed, a good idea of the anchorage is available or could 
be readily i~terpol~ted, 
Two loading condition$ must be computed. Case I is 
the sym.:p:i.etrical ioadin~ case ot both gates fully loaded. 
Case II is !or 9ne gate loaded and the adjacent gate 
rai$ed. 
T4e a,nQunt o! total longitudinal prestress force into 
the pier may be eeti~ated at four times one horizontal 
trum:.i.ion re.act;i.o;n. With, the size of longitudinal p:re-
$treesi~g bars selected, the estimate4 re~~ired prestress~ 
ing force can be adjusted to ~e the force supplied by an 
even num1?e:r qt 'bars. 
Th,e width ot the void or cpmpressible material should 
be seiecte~ as 25 to 40 per cent of the total pier width. 
The pier width is gene~all? determined from the gate size. 
I;f a pi~r wiq.t:b. is 1Sel~cted from Table III, no trouble 
should b~ enoounte:red in its q,1ps;ign. Aspum;Lug either un;L-
form bearing (Case I) between the pi~r and thrust girder 
or str~ight iine variation (Case II), the load, sh~ar, and 
moment diagrams o! the thrust girder can be computed and 
drawn. If t~ese diagrams are kept in terms of kips, ki~s 
per foot, and kip teet, t~e cross sectional dimensions of 
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the t:tu;,ust g~rder are imm~terial. 
The vertical depth of the tbrust girder is next ten-
tatively selflcted~ '!'he m.anmum bearing stress can be 
obtained by dividing the maxi~um. bearing load br the ten-
tative vertical depth of the thrust -girder, This value 
must "be le!?s than O. 35 f' c to be satisfactory, The deptl!i 
of the bea~ m,u$t ~lso be great enough to permit the numbe~ 
of reiuired horizontal rows of prestressed bars to be 
placed in the thrust girder. It is suggested that a dimen~ 
sion o! six to nine inches be used for the vertical spacing 
o! the bars.. ~he author preters ~he larger spacing which 
allows mot~ eiearanie between the mutually perpendicular 
preatress~n.g pipe c~~~es. 
~he 4orizontal spa~ing ot tlle bars can be from f O'lU' 
and o;r;ie'!"'h~lt Qt' . ti v~ in.cl;l.es up, · The Qente;r o! t:P.e :first 
bar shquld not be oloeer tQ the face of the pier t~an 
about eisht iµches. Thi~ allows onl~ room for tlle required 
reinforoin~ ®<i tb.e · neqessary concrete cl~a:r,anqe. On l.,QWE,rr 
rlonwne:ntaJ. :Qam., the .t';i..rEit ;r;-ow o! bars we.s one toot from 
the face o! the ~ier and the others were spaced at one 
foot horizontally. 
ine horizontal dim~nsion of the thrust gi~der can be 
these.me or l~r~er than the·vertical dimension. One way 
to select th;is value is to calc1.+J.ate the reqv.ired a:pea nec-
essary to keep the simple shear stress ot the th.rust 
gir~er below some value. This value will probably be be-
tween 175 AAd ~00 ps;i., Thi.a low va;J..ue o.f simple shea;x;- will 
give a min~m~~ required number o! transverse prestress 
bars, A study between the number of bars and amount of 
concrete could dete~mine a m~nimum cost. 
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'J;'he section of maximum shear w:,i.).l occur at the edge 
of the longitudin~l prestress bars. Assuming a parabolic 
shear stress distribution ac~oss the thrust girder will 
give t;he ma;xri;ro,µm sheap eq.u.;1.l. to one a.n,d on,e .... hal:e' times the 
average shear an.~ will occur at the center of the girder. 
When tb.ie:,; vaJTue of shear is combined with the transverse 
prestress, the principal tensile stress must not exceed 
o~o, f' 0 • The st~te of stress of a homogeneous material 
equation can be solved for the J;>equired amol).nt of trans-
verae prestre$s ta meet this condition. If a sufficient 
number Q~ bars are furnished to give this required trians-
v~ree prestress over th~ e:p.tire cross seGtion of the thrust 
girde1;1, tll.e value of the allowable princiJ?al tensile 
st:pess wi:1.i llave been met. This calcu;l.ation will not 
cl:l~ge when the eQcentficity Qf the transverse rods ai;-e 
changed. An even :p:u:µi,bei;r.> of transverse prestress bars 
snQ~ld be c~o~en~ 
The amount of eccentricity of the transverse rods is 
determined from two requirements. First, the center of 
gravity of the rods must lie slightly within the kern so 
that the down.stream edge of the thrust girder will always 
be in compression (ioo psi minimum). Secondly, the eccen-
tric~ty must be far enough u~stream so that at the section 
of m~~lmwn moment Qf the tb.x'ust girder the µpstrea.m edge 
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will be in compression. Numerous bar arrangements may be 
devised,all Aaving the same cente+ of gravity, The bars 
should be sp~ead over as much a~ the th.rust girder as pos-
sible. A few bars near the downstream edge is not diffi-
cult to obtain. 
The jacking sequence should be so designed that the 
s~ress levei qver the entir~ thrust girder cross section 
is always ~ncre~sed and never decreased. The rods may be 
jaqked using eithe~ tw9 or !our jacks simultaneously~ 
Symmet+Y of jacking should be maintained about the hori-
zontal center l~ne. 
ior the jacking sequence of the longitudinal bars, 
either two or four jacks may be used. The jacking sequence 
must be symmetrical about both the horizontal and vertical 
center lines, The rods nearest the pier faces are gener-
ally jacked l~test in the sequence~ 
No conventional shear reinforci~g is provided in the 
qesign. A c~ge of reinforcing steel bars has been provided 
at eac~ end and at the center of the thrust girder. A mat 
of reinforcing bars is also used in the downstream face of 
the pier next to the t:t+rust girder. At the upstream anchor 
end o~ the longitudinal bars, a reinforcing cage is used. 
Eacho! these ~einforcing qa~es is designed to resist fqur 
per ce~t of the total prestress force normal to tnat face 
and should be adequate to resist any bursting stresses. 
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2-2 . Sam;e~e Calculations 
The design example used in this section is similar to 
the l11H,ll\'/ood Dam trunnion anchorage. The contract drawings 
for this project are given in the Appendix. 
The following in!ormation is given at the start of 
this design: 
I1aximum horizontal trunnion 
re~ction 
Nominal pier width 8' - 0 11 
l Jy-a" · diameter prestress rods 
Initial prestres9 force pe~ rod 101.0 kips 
Fi.nal P+€H3tress force per rod F ::: 86. 5 kips 
·The 28 <lay compressive strength 
of concrete 
~aximwn allowable princi~~l 
tensile stress is 
Com;Putations 
Approximate number of rods= 
3,453/86.5 = 39.9 rods. 
U$e 40 rods 
!' 0 = 5,000 psi. 
Final lon~itudinal prestressing force 
F1 ~ 40F = 40 x 86.5 = 3,460 kips. 
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Case I - Symmet;r.,ical Loa.ding 
Average trunnion yoke l9ad:;:: 863.22/2.67' 
= 323.3 kips/ft. 
Average Prestress load = 1,730/2.0' 
:;:: 865 kips/ft. 
2 1 -0" l' -9" 21-9'' 
{ Compressible Material 
2' ,.,.6 ,, }' . O" 
l' ... 4" 
I, 
I 
2 1 ... 811 t Pier 2' ... g,, 
81-0 11 
Figure 5-:L. Thrust Girder, Plan View 














Figure 5-2. Load, Shear, Moment Diagram, Case I 
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Case lI - Unsym,metrical Loading 
= 2,596.78 k:ips. 
Bearip.~ Area :a:: 5' long 
Section modulus "" S . = 1/6 (82 - 32 ) = 9.1667 ft2 • :pier 
Maximum and minimum bearing :pressures 
= 519,36 * 501.92 
865 lyrt. 
1021,3 17ft. 
figure 5-3. Load Diagram, Case Il · 
F~om this loading diagram, it is seen that the maxi~ 
mum sl;lear and moments from Gase I will always be greater 
than from Case II. 
Try a 6' - O" deep thrust girder for maximum bearing 
stress, 
12 .4 lc/i't. 20 
fbng = 670 1 · x 144 = psi > O • 
Now, select the norizontal dimension of tne thrust 
girder. The desired average shear stress is 190 psi. The 
maximum shear ~s 949.9 kips. 
Use a thrust girder 6 1 - O" vertically by 6' - o" 
horizontally. 
Maximum averag~ shear stress 
_ . 949 ,ooo lb. 183 psi.· • Yavg ~ 6.0' x 6.0 1 x 144 = 
Maximum shear stress 
vmax = 1.5 x 183 = 275 psi. 
Required transverse prestress so that the principal 
tensile stress does not exceed 150 psi. 
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Required number of transverse rods for sh~ar stress 
~24 J2Si X 6.0' X 6.0' X 144 2 d 
86.5 ~ips/rod ~ 1 •2 ro.s. 
Maximum bending moment in thrust girder is 2,249.6 
kip-feet. The final eccentricity of transverse prestress 
rods h~s to be less than 1.0 feet. 
To :find the :r;'equired numoer of rods to :r;'esist the 
moment. 
Tl:l..l;'ust girder section modulus 
Thrust girder cross sectional area 
To find the minim:um number of bars re-quired to give a 
residual compressive stress o:f.' 100 psi or approximately 
15 kiJ?S per s~:uare foot at the upstream face of the thrust 
girder. 
12 + 2,249.6,<'.26 
- ( ?'36 + 1/36) 86. 5 
Since the maximum eccentricity was used, the actual number 
of bars required is larger than this value. From the pre-
vious calculation for shear stress, 22 bars have to be 
used. 
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Transverse prestress force 
ft= Nt x F = 22 x 86.5 kips/bar~ 1,903 kips. 
Average transverse prestress 
for 100 psi compression at the downstream face of the 
tl;l.rust girder 
100 
Solving fol;' e: 
e = 8.73 inches maximum, 
Ass'Q.m.e the transverse rod patt~rn selected has e = 8.70 
incl;l.es, Then, the no load stresses are 
= 633 psi and 101 psi. 
S"Gre~se~ at segtj.on of maximum moment 
F F t t 9 
tt = r ;.b r + 
t TG 
= 1,903 
36 X 144 
= 199 psi at upstream face 
and 535 psi at downstream face. 
The maximu~ principal tensile stress: 
+ -~62 + f c3.~)2 + c275)2' 




6-1 Abstracts of Eids 
In the following abstracts of bids, the Government 
Estimate (G.E.) is listed first. The other bids are 
listeo. in ascending o,rder of total bid on the complete 
project~ Tb.e average includes bids and the Government 
Estimate. TAe ~edian is the bid which has the same number 
ot bids lowe~ as higher. The Government Estimate was con-
sidered as a bid, In the cases of an even number of bids, 
the median was considere~ as the lower of the two. 
6~2 Cost of Trunnion Anchorage and Embedded Metal 
I ~ 
To compare the costs of trunnion anchorage systems, a 
common deno~in~tor must be found. This can be taken as 
the force the anchorage system must resist. This force 
can be e:x.pr~ssed simply as a function of the gate width 
and the sqv.a:t1e o! the gate height. In the abstract qf 
bids, the trunnion anchorage has generally been lumped 
with an ite~ of embedded metal. This embedded metal is 
the stc;1inlf.lSS steel side and sill- plates. Tb.ese items are 




Ve~4igrie River, Kan$a~. . 
Bids opened 4 April 1956 
Total Winp.ingbi<l $4,762,666.00 
43. Taip,ter Gate 44. Tainter 
Ernbedcled Metal Gates and 
and Trunnion Accessories 
A:qohor~ge 
G.E. $44,442 $278,200 
7 55,523 207,141 
3 76,450 289,450 
4 73,100 239,300 
High 76,450 289,450 
~<;>W 44,442 207,l41 
Avg. 62,379 253,523 
- ~ 













Arkansas R~ver, Oklahoma 
Bid$ opened 10 November 1959 
Total Win~;tngoid $16,173,876.86 





12 380,390 i 
2 337,000 ! 
3 ;00,000 






































































Ca~adian River, Oklahoma 
Bids opened 17 .December 19?9 
Total Winning bid $14,672,709.00 



























































JOH:N" REDMOND DAM 
Grand Riv~r, Kansas 
Bids opened 2 March 1961 
Total Winning bid $7,502,946.40 
58. Ta,inter Gate 59. Tainter 
Embedded l"Ietal Gates and 
and Trunnion Accessories 
Ap.cho;r:-age 
G.E, $160,000 $646,000 
11 118,500 485,000 
2 130,000 495,000 
12 165,000 610,000 
16 330,000 608,000 
3 200,000 584,000 
l 270,921 735,211 
9 205,000 583,000 
14 l.59,443 607,455 
4 185,000 550,000 
6 212,300 585,300 
7 163,000 .555,000 
13 200,000 500,000 
l7 149,413 550,000 
8 ,25,000 900,000 
10 218,0QO 530,000 
5 lS5,000 577,700 
High 330,000 900,000 
Low 118,500 485,000 
Avg. ;I.98,857 594,216 



























Little Eiv~r, Arkansas 
Bids opened l4 March 1963 
Total Winn.ing b_i(i,' .flO, 793,596.89 .. 







































































JOHN DAY LOCK AND DJU'1 
(North Shore Construction) 
Columbi~ River, Washington 
Bids opened 10 Deceml;le;t' 1959 




























Anchorage Assem. Anchorage Assem. 'l'otal Anchorage 
and Al>p1,1rtenances and Appurtenances per Gate 
G.i. $710,000 $113,200 $41,458 
l 550,000 100,000 32,763 
2 600,000 90,000 34,737 
3 479,000 172,000 33,003 
$35,490 (avg) 
'.l.52. furnish 153. Install Total Side 
'l'ainter Gate Side Tainter Gate Side Seals per 
Seal P;J..ates, Seal Plates Gate 
Unheated Unheated 
each each 
G-.E. $1,300 $890 $4,380 
l 1~200 950 4~300 
2 1,000 900 3,800 
3 2,800 740 7,080 
$4,890 
(avg) 
Two $ide seals required per gate. 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
Total A:n.Qnorage Totf;ll Gate 
and Side Seals Installation per Gate* 
G.E~ $45,838 $156,438 
l 37,063 136,563 
2 38,537 l.29,537 
3 40,083 184,383 
Averc;3.ge $40,380 $151,730 
*Does not include cost o! sill beam. 
-· TABLE X 
LOWEB. MONUMENTAL DM1 
(South S~ore Oonst~uction) 
Snake Rtver, Wa.shington 
Bids opened l5 March 1962 
Total Winnin~bid $24,988,656,00 
1,0, Furnish 131. Install 
Sp!llwa,y Ge.te Spillwe.y Gate 
El/l.Qh :E;ach 
G.E. $106,000 $21,000 
7 901625 50,000 
2 91,000 24,000 
l 90,000 40,000 































































TABLE X (Continued) 
Total Total 
Anc:);lorage and Seals Gate Installat~on per Gate 
G,E. $28 ,;J.,80 $155~180 
7 20,000 160,625 
2 29,980 144,980 
1 31,600 161,600 
Average 27,440 $155,596* 
*Does not include cost of sill beam. 
TABLE XI 
J .. PERCY PRIEST RESERVOIR 
Stones River, Davidson County, TennesseB 
Bids opened 28 May 1963 
Total Winning bid $9, 168-,865 .. 00 
45. -irainter 46. Tainter 
Gate Guides Gate 
and Sills Anchorages 
G.E. 28j700 79,300 
10 25,000 75,000 
8 21,000 60,000 
ll _30,000 60,000 
7 23,500 10,000* 
5 22,700 45,000 
4 16,000 58,500 
3 15,000 75,000 
6 37,000 70,000 
9 20,000 55,000 
l 20,000 48,000 
2 25,000 35,000 
12 28,000 75,000 
High 37,000 79,300 
Low 15,000 35,000 
Average 23,992 61.,-317 
Median 23'}500 60,000 
*Not used as a valid bid .. 




























































Since the qost of the embedded metal is an unknown pro-
portion ot the cost of the anchorage system, the entire 
bid item will be related to the factor of gate width times 
height squared. Table XlI shows the results of this 
computation. 
From Table XII it can be seen that the cost of the, 
~illwood ~ncho~age was only slightly higher than the ~ast 
conventional structural steel tainter gate anchorage de-
signed by Tulsa for Toronto Dam. The J~ Percy Priest Dam 
anchorage was ~lightly cheaper than the Toronto Anchorage. 
The Millwood anchorage cost 79% of the Eufaula anchorage 
and 75% of the ~eystone anchorage. While the John ~edmond 
anchorage was b;Ld as the least expensive anch,orage system 
of medium size gate$, it had features that were thought to 
be un~esir~ble for the Millwood anchorage. 
lhe lower unit cost of poth John Day and Lower Monu-
mental Dam ancAorage sy$t~ms seems to indicate an economy 
for the larger gates. The bids for these two gates of the 
same size proves th.at the prestressed concrete trunnion 
anchorage of Lower Monumental Dam is cheaper than the pre-
stressed steel beam anchorage of the John Day Dam. 
6-3 Total Cost of Gates 
In pl~ing a dam, the question of economical size of 
gates arises. The total cost of several gates and spill-
way structures can be compared. In each case, the combina-
tion o! gate and spillway have to be botll hydraulically 
TABLE XII 
TRUNNION ANCHORAGE AND EMBEDDED METAL 
No .. Misc .. Cost Bid Per 
Name Bid ·Gates _ Pe-r :Gate* Gate 
Toronto $63,379 8 ---- $ 7,797.37 
Keystone $380,390 18 ---- $21,132.78 
Eu:fau.la $180")000 ll ---- $16,363.64 
J. Redmond $185,000 14 ---- $13,214.29 
:Millwood $150,000 13 $1116 $l2.,654.46 
John Day $ 40~380 Ea. of 20 ---- $40,380.00 
Lower 
Monumental ·$ 27,440 Ea. of 8 $1925 $29,365.00 
J. Percy 
Priest $81,000 4 $ 600 $21,lOO.OO 























NaJiie Bid Date 
Toronto 4 Apr 56 
Keystone 10 Nov 59 
Eufaula 17 Dec 59 
John Redmond 2 Mar 61 
Millwood l4 Mar 63 
John Day 10 Dec 59 
Lower Monu-
mental 15 Mar 62 
J. Percy 
Priest 28 May 63 
TABLE XIII 
TOTAL GATE INSTALLATION 
Total Bid No. Gates Bi-d Per Gate 
$ 3l5~902 8 $ 39,488 
$L,195 sOOO 18 $ 66.,-389 
$ 575,000 ll $ 52,273 
$ 766~898 14 $ 54,778 
$ 700,000 13 $ 54~962* 
Each 20 $151~730 
Each 8 $157~521* 
$ 332~700 4 $ 83 ~775~~ 






















compatible and structurally stable. Only by comparing the 
total cost can the most economical dam be designed. Such 
a study was made during the planning for Gillham Spillway. 
The semi~logarithmic graph (Figure 6-1) was first used in 
this study. 
The total costs of the gates were taken from the 
abstract; o;f bids, The medi® of all bids was used where 
available. This value was generally close to both the 
average bi4 and the winning bid. Where only the tb.ree low 
bids were available, the average of the bids and the 
Government estimate was used. 
The scattering of points (Jigure 6-l) cannot be 
enti~ely explained. 
Toronto anchorage is a struotural steel design. 
Keystone $ate bids seem to be higher possibly because 
it was a new design and the prestress;i..ng of tru;n:.nion 
anchorages was not familiar to the contractors. 
Eufaula, b;i..d just one month later than Keystone, was 
considerably lower in u:q.it price. 
Millwood has a heavy gate due to the parallel end 
frames. This raises the unit cost. 
J. Percy Priest has a smaller anchorage than Tulsa 
would design. There may also be some economy in larger 
gates not shown by the graph. 
No price corrections have been applied to the bid 
figures. The basic price of steel has remained constant 
since mid-19,58. 
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Cost in Dollars per sq. ft. 
4. Jobn Redmond 7. 
5. Millwood 
6 •. ,John Day · 8. 
i/'tl 
Lower _,.:,, 
· :r'Ionum.en t al 
J. Percy Priest 
Figure 6 .... 1. Ta:Lntel;' Gate Cost ];>er Square Foot 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY ANP 00).\fCLUSIONS 
f'i;i..llwood Da.m prestressed concrete trunn:ion anchorage 
was conceived and developed using sound basic engineering 
principles. The amount of construction involved in the 
trunnion anchorage and embedded metal items for Millwood, 
Broken Bow and Pine Creek <lams may amount to $505,000. 
The final cost of the qnchorages has been shown to be con-
siderably les~ than the former prestressed trunnion 
anchorage designs used by Tulsa. Had the Eufaul~ Dam de-
sign anq. prices bee:p. extrapolated to l"lillwood, Broken Bow 
and Pine Creek P~s, the cost may have been $132,000 
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APPENDIX 
The following six plates illustrate the constructio;n 
drawings q.f a :i;irest:i;:-essed·concrete trunnion anchorage. 
These drawings were lieveloped for l;'Iil,lwood Dam. A similar 
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··-1, In the f'olloving inatructions, reference directions a.re 11,s follows1 
11,. Thrust Girder - The portioo of the prestress rods running normal to the 
plane at the centerline of the pier at the dcwnstream end of the anchorage. 
b. !!!_1!!!!. - The pE>rtian of the pres tress rods running parallel to the 
cenUl"l1ne or the pier. 
~ - The upstream end of the "Tie Beam". 
d, ~ - The downstream end of the "Tie Beam". 
Rifbt and Le:rt - The richt and left side of the pier as one faces 
dovnet:r-m. 
2. 8ach ccmponent v1ll be 1n8pected thorough.J.y, immediately prior to installation 
cm the pier, to &&certain that aJJ. individual parts a.re a.s detailed on th~ draving and that 
the ccmponent has J?,ot been 4-ged in-handling, shipnent_ or stor&ge. Any ccmponent hot 
i:-ssing tba 1nspection Yill be 1-diatelJ, removed fran the Job or deraced in such a 
-.nner - to preclude it being used in the anchorage. 
3. Each caaponent v1ll be thoroughly steam cleaned, immediately prior to actU1:1,l 
inst&llation an the pier, to remove al.l. rust inhibitor frca all •urtaces. 
4. The farmed aurf'aces at the ends of all pipes sball be true a.od normal to 
the pipe•. '!'hey shall be smooth ccape.rabl.e to a steel form. The contractor will be 
required to grind these 1urf'acea ahou1d they not meet these requirements. 
B. IIS'?AI.LlTIOII Il'l'IIIGl:DIATB PIJ:RS 
l. P1er ca1C!"9te 1hall be poured to the construction joint at elevations 261.25 
and 259. 00. Ancb<r bolt1 ror pipe support assemblies sba.11 be ::ast in place. They shall 
be •uppc:rted in the f'Ot'IIB so u to be plUlllb and accurately located. 
2. Arter each pipe support asaembJ.¥ baa been steam cleaned, lift into place on 
the anchor bolts. Use a 11.t'ting b~ so - not to distort the assembly. 
3. Ad.just the pipe support usemblie1 to approximate grade and alignment, 
., 4. St-. clNn e&eb pipe and 1nstal.l in the intermediate pipe support :frames 
bJ' 1nserting into the coupling sleeves at ea.ch pipe support a.ssembly, AzJy splices made 
in th9se pipes sb&l..l be r-.ed u sham on the drawings• 
5. A,dJust all :rra.ea to exact; grade and &11gamerlt. 
6. Inaure that the :fnaea meet the f'ollaving requil'ements, 
a. Vertical. centerline at tie beam rod pattern coincides v1th the plane of 
tbe centerline at pier rrcw. thrust girder end to anchor end. 
b. Tie bMm pipes are trill¥ hcrit:out&l. 
7. After &11 adjW1tments are ccapl!eted, insure that the be&nl pipes are positioned 
1n couplinc• a.a 8hovD on the l'lrawings. 'l'ackveld &11 pipes at couplings and intermediate 
pipe support f'rames. 
8. ClMD out -.ch pipe -.I place a te.por&r)' plug in each end of each pipe. 
U.e a pluc vhich -.;,- be eaaiJ.T 'raoYed at a later atq:e. 
9. Place pier reinf'on:ing stee1, rorm. lllld place coocrete to elevations 262.o 
and. 2TOPO. Iuure that the f'm'mB at ends or pipee are in intimate cOllt&ct with pipe ends 
so U.t pipes will not be blocked by' •artar llllld a smooth bearing Surface will be formed. 
Anchor bolt.• at elevaticm 262.o rat tbe tbrwlt 1:lrder pipe support assembly shall be cast 
1n place. 'l'bey ahall b_e supported. 1n the f'Ol'III eo - to be pluiab and accurately located. 
10. The hcriaontal su:rtace at el.nation 262.o shaJ.l be steel trovelled, Innedi-
a~ly prior to the lnatallatian at the pipe suppm-t a.aaedlly this surface sba.11 be given 
a s-erowi •PftifiDc vitb curing ccapound. This surtace aball not be sand ble.sted or 
rQIICbene4 by' atQ" operation. 
ll. Arter t.he cC11crete at the tie beam 1-s ~ed not leas than six (6) da,ys, the 
thrust girder pipe support uaellbly -.y- be installed. Remove t,he temporary plugs in the 
tie beu,, pipes. at- clean llllld 1.1ft the thrust girder pipe support assembly into place 
WlinC a lifting beem. 
12. Ad.Just the pipe auP}'.tOl"t assembl1" to approximate grade and aligrunent. 
13. Stefllll clean and install the stub pipes forming the extensicii of the tie beam. 
lli-. AdJwit the truie to exact grade ll.lld alignment. 
15. Insure tb&t tbe a.asembly meets the following requirements: 
the pier. 
Thrust 11.rder pipes are truly normal to the plane of the centerline of 
b. Centerline of thrust .girder rod pattern is pl\llllb, 
Tie beam pipe extensions are aligned and horizontal. 
10. After all adJUlltmen'ts are canpleted, insure that the tie beam pipe extensions 
are po81tioned in the couplings u shown on the drawing&. 
ud pipe 8\IPPot't rrue. 
Tack.weld all pipes at couplings 
17. Clean out each pipe and place a temporary plug in.'each end of each pipe. 
18, Place the thrust girder reinforcing cages and position using the jack bolts. 
When these cages are in position weld firmly to the pipe support fra.me snd reinforcing c~e 
usine; short pieces of reinforcine; bar, 
19, Insure that the forms at the ends, of pipes w-e in intimate contact with 
pipe ends so that the pipes will not be blocked by mortar snd a smooth bearine; surface 
will be formed for the anchor plates. 
20. The contractor will not stress the anc"horag~ before he pl.s.ces concrete to 
elevation 279.25. The pier nose will not be placed w:;til after the rods w-e · stressed and 
grouted. 
C. INSTALLA.TION END PIERS 
l. Pier concrete shall be poured to the construction joint at elevations 261.25 
and 259.00. Anchor bolts for pipe support assemblies shall be cast in place. They shall 
be supported in the forms so as to be plumb and accurately located. 
2. After each pipe support assembly has been steam cleaned, lift into p:Lace on 
the anchor bolts. US€ a lifting beam so as not to distort the a.ssemb:ty. 
3. Ad.Just the pipe support assemblies to apprOJCirne..te grade and alignment. 
Ii-., Steam clean each pipe and install them in the intennediate pipe support frames 
by .1heerting into the coupling sleeves of each pipe support assembly. Any splices IIBde 
in these pipes ~11 be reamed as shown on the drawings. 
5. Adjust all fraroes to exact grade and alignment. 
6. Insure that the fra,nes meet following requ:Lrem.ents: 
a. Vertical centerline of tie beam rod pattern is parallel vith the plane of 
the centerline of p:1.er from thrust girder end to anchor end. 
b. Tie beam pipes are truly horizontal. 
c. Thrust girder pipes are truly normal to the plane of the centerline of 
the pier. 
d. Centerline of thrwlt girder rod pattern is plumb. 
7. Arter all adjustments are completed, inwre ti.t tbe beam pipes a.re positioned 
in couplings as shown on the dra.vings. Taclareld a.11 pipes at couplings and intermediate 
pipe support frames. 
8. Clean out each pipe and place s. "tfllllPOl'&l'. plug in each end of each pipe. 
Use a pl.11&: Yhich may be easily removed e.'t a later stage. 
9. Place pier reinforcing steel, form and pl.ace concrete to elevation 270.0. 
10. Insure that the forms at· the ends of pipes are in intims.te contact vith 
pipe ends so that the pipes will not be blocked by mortar and a smooth bearing surface 
w!_~l be formed far the anchor plates. 
11. The contractor v1ll not stress the anchorage before he places concrete to 
elevati.on 279.25. The pier nose will not be placed until after the rods are stressed 
and grouted. 
II • M'HIBSIJE OP!W.TI01i 
A.~ 
l.. The stressing operatiOO. may begin when all of the follClldng cond.11:c»la prevail: 
a. AJ.:1. superior quality concrete surrounding the anchorage bas b'een placed, 
b. The superior quality coocrete encasing the stress rod c.hfu,es has a 
compressive strength of not less than 4000 psi. 
The superior quality ccmcrete encasing the stress rods is not iess than 
10 d!JJ"s old. 
d. Pier construction, except the pier nose, bas been completed to elevation 
279.25. 
2. The stressing of all the rods in the anch~e shall be done from the girder 
end of the anchorage. The contractor has the option of stressing the thrust girder frcm 
the right or le:rt side, however, all rods in the girder on e;:ry pier will be stressed from 
the s&IQe side. 
3. The thrust girder shall be stressed first. 
4. The order of -atressing the individU1:1,l stress rods shs.11 be that shown on 
the drawings \lllder the detail titled "Stressing Sequence". There Shall be no variation 
freffl this sequence. 
5, Stress shall be apPli.ed s1multa.neously and in equal amounts to each rod 
listed in the "Stressing sequence" as comprising one sta.ge. 
B. PROCEDURE 
1, Remove the temporary plugs from the ends of all pipes, 
2. Ream the ends of all pipes with e. burring reamer until the end of the pipe 
is 1/16" to 1/8" belov the surface of the concrete. 
3, Insure that the surface of the concrete around each pipe end is a smooth 
plane surface at right angle to the axis of the pipe. If necessary the surface shall be 
ground to insyre this condition, 
4. Insure that the interior of the pipe is free of debris and clean. 
5, Clean the stress rods to remove the rust inhibitor frCIII the entire surface 
of the rod. 
6. Cleiµi the '!f€dge nut to remove rust inhibitor fran all surfaces. 
7. Insert stress rods into all chases formed by the pipes, Take ca.re durihg 
this portion of the operatioo that the requirements of the specificst10ll5, relative to 
the care of the rods, are canplied with. 
8. Place anchor plate and wedge nut on each end of each _stress rod and bring 
up snug to concrete. Keep to a minimum the amount of rod projecting frcm the anchor end. 
9•. Orient the wedge nut on the anchor end of each rod in such a ms.nner that 
a. three foo:t length of riser pipe can be attached to each nut during the grouting 
operation, 
10. Assemble wedge pin, jl:¥:k chair, and_ Jack oo stress rods. 
11. Apply an initial load of 101 100 pound (l~ of f1nal Jack load), as indicated 
by pressure gauge. 
12, Wait one minute. During this period check orientation and seating of ancbOl' 
plates and nuts, and take init!&l elonption readings. 
13. After ... minute 11&it, proceed to tension atress rod, to final load of 101,0CX> 
pounds per stress rod. This load shall be applied at a uniform rate and over a period at 
not less than three (3) minutes. The applied force will be measured by both the elonption 
of the stress rod and the bydra.ulic pressure applied. Reucmable agrel!lllent between these 
t.vo means of measurement sb1.ll be obtained. (Final elonption lhall be at least ~ at 
the total required, based on 1nt'onmtion relative to physical cbaractuistica of the rods 
required by the specifications.) 
14. The final load of 101,000 pounds per stress rod will be held bJ' the Jack 
for a period of ooe millute before proceeding v1th any ~ operation. 
15. After waiting one.!Ullute, recheck the stress in the rod. If there has been 
a loss the rod will again be brousht up to the prescribed load and held for one minute. 
16. If there bas been no loes in load proceed to set the vecJce nut by driving 
the wedge pin. 
17. Slowly release the load on the Jack. 
18. If there is aey sign of slippage of the stress rod, bring the Jack back up 
to load and red.rive the Yedge pin to more securely set the wedge nut. 
19. Retract Jack ram, remove jack assembly frcm rod and proceed to next series 
of· rods in "Stressing Sequence". 
20. After stressing all rods in thrust girder proceed to stress rods in tie 
b ..... 
21. Arter ccmpletion of &l.l stressing on pier, place a temporary protective 
cover11'16 over rod end and proceed to next pier. 
22, At least two weeks after the caapletian of the stressing of all the rods 
in an anchorage, the rods Yill &.gain be loaded to detendne if any loss in stress has 
occurred in any of the rods. 
23. The order of loading the rods shall be the same a.s used in the initial 
tensioning. 
24. The 1oad shall be measured by the hydraulic pressure applied. 
~- If any loss in ·s1:ress has occurred the rod shall be br~ht up to the initial 
tensioqing lce.d and the additional eloogation shall be ta.ken up by rotation of the wedge 
=·· 
26. If any rod bas lost mare than 5S of the final Jack load the contractor m1,y, 
at the Ccmtraeting Officer's discretion, be required to we.it another two \reeks and &gain 
check the rods in the pier for loss in load. If loss of tension occurs twice in the same 
rod, the contractor will replace the stress rod and fittings affected and deface the 
parts replaced 1p such a manner as to prevent t~eir re .. use. 
27. If all rods check, t-o the sat1sf'act1® of the Contracting Officer, the 
contractor 1f8Y proceed to the grouting operation. 
28. Under no conditions shall the. stress rods at any time be flame cut, used as 
an electrical ground, welded to, or cold chiseled. 
29. After the grouting oper&tions, the stress bars will be cut off with a 
minimum of one inch projecting beyond the nut. This cut shall be made using an abras1Vf: 
cutoff "tlh.eel. 
III. GRotrI'I?C OPBRATION 
A. GENERAL 
J,.. Grouting of the stress rod chases shall be accanpl1shed from the same end 
of the rod as was used for st!essing operation. 
2. The contractor shall take precautions to insure that a minill!Ulll am=t of 
grout is lost when d.1sCpnnect1ng the grouting equipnent fran each stress rod chase. 
B. GROOI'IJE 
1. Install a pipe an the wedge nut at the 8llchor end of ea.ch rod so as to form 
a riser pipe extending a minimum of 2'-0 and a ,maximum of 31-0 above the rod chase. 
2. Attach a high p!'essure hose coimection to the wedge nut at the stressing end 
of each rod. 
3. Pump grout into chase through high pressur~ hose connection until grout of 
the narm&l consistency is observed coming out of riser pipe installed on the anchor end. 
Ii-. Grouting shall be done by starting at the bottom row of ea.ch rod pattern and 
progressing upward. 
IV. STRESS ROD PRO'l'mTIVE COVERING 
A.~ 
l. After the groutine; procedure bas been completed, the stress rod protective 
covering shall be placed to a surface flush with the pier. 
2. The c'ontracto'r shall be certain that the surfaces or blockouts are clean 
and free of any dirt, debris or excess grout. Any 4-ge to the trovelled surface of 
the intermediate piers shal.l be repaired prior to placing of concrete. 
B. PROCEil.iRE THRUST GIRDER 
1. Number Ii- (four) steel reinforcing be.rs shall be tied to the stubs provided 
in order to form a ma.t of bars approximately 18 inches center to center each way and 
Ii- inches cl.ear of the finished outside surface. 
2. Super!~ quality concrete of 3/4" maximum aggregate size shall be placed 
in the end pier block.outs and at each end and the dOll'IlStrearo surface of the interinediate 
pier thrust girder. 
3. The contractor shall take precautions to insure that the concrete is of 
maxims density, and bas a smooth, flush and matching exterior surface. 
C. PROCEOORE Pim NOSE 
1. The pier nose shall be coostructed 1n the narm&l 11111,lliler after the prestressing 
and grouting operations have been completed. 
2. '!'he pier IIIEI¥ be constructed to elevation 288. 75 prior to the stressing or 
grouting operations by electing to use the optional pier nose coostruct1oo Joint from 
elevation 279.25 to elevation 288. 75. 
3. No pier concrete may be placed above elevation 288.75 until the pier nose 
has been ccapleted to this elevation. 
V. ADJUSTOO AND GROO'l'IlG TRUNBION YOKES 
A.~ 
l. The trunnion yokes sha.11 be set in the positioo shown. 
2. The gate shall be co:i11pletely" installed. 
B.~ 
1. The gate shall be operated and any adjustments of the trunnion yoke necesaa.ry 
to provide far a freely working gate shall be made using the adjusting bolts and nuts. 
2. After all adjustments have been ma.de, the recesses around the trunnioo yoke 
shall be filled with dry pack grout of minimum strength of 3,000 psi. All ~osed surfaces 
of the dry pack grout shall be finished to a smooth, level and flush surface. 
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